
Creating Tests in AWARE for Teachers 
Teachers have two ways to create a test. 

In Forethought, inside a lesson plan, the teacher selects the paperclip icon to attach a 
file. 

This way should only be used if the teacher is going to create just a quick key, with no 
TEKS objectives identified for the questions, or if they have already created a test and 
just need to attach it. 

Choose Attach a Test 

 

Click Browse 

A new window opens 

Any tests the teacher has created will be listed. 

 

Tests can be created in this window with the New Test icon, but most tests will still need 
the teacher to go to AWARE to complete. 



In AWARE, the teacher selects the Tests Tab 

   

In this tab, any tests that the teacher has already created will be listed, so they can work 
with them. 

At the bottom of the window is the Create a New Test button.  

 Click this button to begin creating a new test. 

  



Creating a New Test 

Click New Test 

The following window opens with four options for creating an new test. 

 

Create a quick test key – No TEKS/TAKS will be identified, the teacher will need to go 
into AWARE to add TEKS/TAKS. 

Create a new blank test – the teacher wil need to go into AWARE to add all the 
questions (This is the type of test that will be used to create a test using questions from 
the item bank) 

Copy an existing test – Allows the teacher to select a previously administered test that 
they had created (will be able to copy test keys from previous years, changes can be 
made to this key) 

Copy an Item Bank test – Any administrator created Item Bank tests will be available 
to copy (No tests have been created at this time) 

  



Create a Quick Test Key 

Click the icon beside Create a quick test key 

Click Next  

Enter the Test Details 

Make sure that each test has a unique name. 

For teachers, it should have the name of the teacher, the subject and enough 
information to be able to identify the test again later.  

 

The test will show up for the teacher if they choose Copy an Existing Test, so they can 
use the same key next year if they want to do so. 

Click Next  

  



Select a Course 

 

Choose the course that is associated with the test. This is the main set of TEKS that will 
be available to link to the test. If more than one course is being used, the additional 
courses can be added later. 

Open the folders until you see the course that you need. 

Click on the course name to select it. 

Click Next  

Build Test Key 

 

Enter the number of questions (not including gridables or rubric questions) that are on 
your test. This number cannot be larger than 60. The program will only print what will fit 
on a one page scan. The more gridable or rubric questions included on the test, the 
fewer total questions can be included.  

Enter the number of responses 3, 4 or 5. If you need more or less answer choices, on 
some questions, this can be changed for individual questions later. 



Click Next  

Enter the Test Key 

Click the button for the correct answer for each item. If an error is made, it can be 
corrected later.  

 

Click Next  

 

Click Finish 

 

 

  



Create a New Blank Test 

 

When creating a blank test, the Test Details window must be completed and the Select 
a Course window must be completed. The rest of the work is done inside of AWARE. 

Working with an Existing Test 
Once a test has been created, there are certain steps that need to be completed prior to 
printing the scans. Some processes can also be completed, if needed, after the scans 
have be uploaded into the system. 

In AWARE, On the Tests Tab, Active tests will be listed under the grade level of the 
primary course that was chosen for the test. 

Click on the grade level, the list of tests will open, click on the test to view the various 
tabs. 

 

 

  



General Tab 

 

On the General Tab, there are several areas that can be changed if needed. 

Under Expectation Score; the Met Standard (passing %) defaults to 70%. The 
Commended Standard defaults to 100%. Most teachers change the Commended 
Standard to 90% 

If the name of the test needs to be edited, it can be done on this screen. If the primary 
subject area or grade level for the test needs to be changed, it can be done on this 
screen.  

Be sure to SAVE the test  

  



Curriculum Tab 

The curriculum tab allows you to add more courses to your test, so that you can pick the 
TEKS from more than one grade level or subject, if the test is using more than one.  

Click Add Course 

The Course tree appears 

 

Highlight the course you want to add 

Click Add Course 

Be sure to SAVE the test  

  



Questions Tab 

This is the tab where you will do most of your work. 

 

The program defaults to Alternate letter choices (A,B,C,D and F,G,H,J). If your test uses 
only A,B,C,D, Click Alternate (it will no longer be peach colored). Wait a few seconds for 
the screen to refresh. Your answers will change to all being A,B,C,D.  

 

If you want to you could type all the questions and answer choices directly into the 
program and then print the test from here, or choose to have the students take the test 
on line.  

Be sure to SAVE the test  

 

Advanced Tab 

The Advanced Tab will be discussed later in this document.  

  



Associating TEKS with the Questions 

In order to be able to have the best data possible and generate the most valuable 
reports, you will need to add the TEKS to each question. 

Hover over the question you want to add TEKS to. 

A Green Pencil and some Blue Arrows appear  

Click on the Green Pencil 

An Edit window for the question drops down 

 

Question Tab 

On this tab, you can type in the Question and Answers (if going to print the test or 
administer it on line) Images can be added to the question. Audio and Video files are 
not supported at this time. 

 

To add an additional answer choice, Type in the blank box (if you are not printing out 
the test, you can just type Response #)  



Click the Green + 

An additional answer choice will be printed on the scan 

Repeat as needed. 

To Remove an answer choice, click the Red x beside the answer choice.  

 

You will be asked if you are sure – Click OK 

The answer choice is eliminated.  

 

If you want to Remove this question completely from the test, Click the Red x beside the 
word Remove 

 

You will be asked if you are sure – Click OK 

Your test is now one question shorter. 

Be sure to SAVE the test  

 

  



Standards Tab 

The Standards Tab is where you will select the TEKS that are associated with the 
question. 

 

Scroll through the list until you see the TEKS that goes with the question. 

Click on the TEKS to high light it. 

Click Select Standard. 



 

The standard will now be listed on this tab and the associated TAKS (if any). If you want 
to have a Process Standard also associated with the question (Objective 6 in Math, 
Objective 1 in Science, Objective 5 in Social Studies) (This is in preparation for the new 
STAAR test design): 

Click Select New Process Standard.  

The TEKS list will appear again.  

High light the Process TEKS 

Click Select Standard 

Two TEKS are now associated with the question 

  



Resources Tab 

 

There are no Associated Resources for teacher created questions. 

Most questions do not have Associated Resources at this time. 

Options Tab 

 

The Options tab is important if: 

1.  You are typing the test questions into the program 
2. You are adding a Gridable Question 
3. You are adding a Rubric Question 
4. If you need to omit a question after scans have been scored 

If you are typing questions into the program so that you can print the test, this is where 
you can decide if the question shows up across the entire width of the test or is in a two 
column format.  



You can also set how much white space is on the test. 

If you know the Difficulty level, Complexity level and/or level of Bloom’s you can add it 
here. Any questions used from the Item Bank will automatically have this information 
filled in. You do not have to set these levels. 

 

When you are finished with the tabs for this question, Click Finished 

 

Adding Questions 

Additional questions can be added to any test, no matter how it was originally created. 

Click on Add Question 

 

A box appears 

 

This box should appear at the bottom of the page of the test you are currently viewing. If 
you don’t see it immediately, scroll until you find it. 

Click the Down Arrow to pick the type of question. 

Multiple Choice Questions are referred to as Selected Response. 

Once selected, the question drop down window will drop down and you can enter the 
correct answer, the TEKS and set the options you need. 



Adding Gridables  

To Add a Gridable Question, Choose Numerical Response. 

When the drop down window drops down, type in the correct answer for the question.  

 

Go to the Options tab. 

The default is to set the place value to the High School version.  

Determine how many places before and after the decimal you need. 

(Refer to the TAKS info book for the number used on the test) 

 

After you have finished with the question and Clicked Finish, you can move the question 
if it is not in the correct place for your test. You can move it up or down as needed. 

Hoover over the question. The Green Pencil and some Blue Arrows appear 

 

Click the Up Arrow to move the Question Up one number at a time (wait for the screen 
to refresh before moving it another space) 

Click the Down Arrow to move the Question Down one number at a time (wait for the 
screen to refresh before moving it another space)  



Adding Rubric Questions 

To Add a Rubric Question, Choose Constructed Response. 

When the drop down window drops down, go to the Options tab 

 

 

The default is to have a score range of 1 to 4 (like the TAKS Essay).  

If you need to change it, click in the box you need to change and replace the number 
(short answers in TAKS have a score range of 1 to 3). 

IMPORTANT 

If you want to be able to bubble the score you are giving the student directly on 
the scan and do not have to go into the program to enter it, then you must change 
the Number of Rows to 0! 

If you do not change the number of rows, then you will not be able to bubble to 
put in the score. This cannot be changed after scans are printed! 

After you have finished with the question and Clicked Finish, you can move the question 
if it is not in the correct place for your test. You can move it up or down as needed. 

Hoover over the question. The Green Pencil and some Blue Arrows appear 

 

Click the Up Arrow to move the Question Up one number at a time (wait for the screen 
to refresh before moving it another space) 

Click the Down Arrow to move the Question Down one number at a time (wait for the 
screen to refresh before moving it another space)  



Using Questions in the Item Bank 
An Item Bank is available in AWARE. Test can be created with these questions and 
printed. An Answer Key is automatically generated. If a teacher wanted to use Item 
Bank questions and questions from other sources, they can either type the questions in 
to additional “New Questions”, or have the numbers start after the Item Bank questions 
if they are in a different document and there is not time to type them in. 

Adding Item Bank Questions 

In a Created Test, on the Questions Tab 

Click Search Item Bank  

A drop down window appears. 

There are two ways to see the questions in the Item Bank. 

Click the Double Blue Arrows or enter Key Words 

 

Blue Arrows 

Once you have clicked the Blue Arrows, a list of TEKS for the primary Course you 
chose for the test will appear. 

Click the TEKS you want to test 

 

Decide if you want to limit the search by choosing an Objective, or Level or Type. 
Leaving all choices set at all will pull every question for that TEKS.  

Click Search Item Bank again 

  



A list of all of the questions for that TEKS will appear 

 

Key Words 

Type in the Key Word you want a question for and Click Search Item Bank again. 

A list of all the question associated with that Key Word will appear. 

Preview the Question 

You will need to preview the question before you add it to the test (some will be in 
Spanish) 

Click the Blue Arrow to preview the question 

 

You may need to scroll to see the entire question. 

Click the Green + to add the question to the test. 

The Arrow will change to a checkmark to indicate that it will be added.  

You can continue to add more questions from this list, if you would like. 



When you have added all the questions you want from the list, Click Close. 

 

Wait for the screen to refresh. 

All of the questions you have added so far will appear. 

To add questions from other TEKS or Key Words, repeat the process. 

As with any other question, you can Edit if needed. 

 

You will need to go to the Options tab if you want the layout to be different. You will also 
need to check the Options tab if you add a gridable to make sure it is set correctly. 

 

Be sure to SAVE the test after adding questions.  

  



Changes After Printing 
Any and all changes that will affect the scan sheet must be done before the scans are 
printed. After the scans are printed, you can still make a few changes 

Omitting a Question after Scans have been Run 

If a question needs to be thrown out so it does not count either for or against the 
student, this is done from the Options tab. 

Change the Question Weight to 0. 

You will need to Rescore the test (See Advanced Tab) 

Changing an Answer or Changing a TEKS 

After scans are printed, you can change answers or TEKS if needed.  

Hoover over the question. The Green Pencil and some Blue Arrows appear 

 

Click the Green Pencil 

Make the changes as needed.  

Click Finish 

Be sure to SAVE the test  

You will need to Rescore the test (See Advanced Tab) 

 

After All Scans have been uploaded 

After all scans have been uploaded, you will need to Archive the test by clicking the 
Archive button. 

 

Once a test is Archived, no more scans can be uploaded for this test.  



Advanced Tab 

 

The Advanced tab is used only in extreme cases. 

If you have changed Question Weight, a Correct Answer, or TEKS, you will need to go 
to this tab and click Re-Score. 

This will rescore all tests that have been entered. 

You do not have to rescan anything. 
 

If a child has been administered the wrong scan, and it has been uploaded into the 
system, you can go to this tab to delete just that one scan 

Click Delete Answer Sheet 

Pick the student that needs to be deleted. 

It will ask you if you are sure. 

Click OK 

They will need to have the correct scan printed, bubbled and uploaded. 
 

If a question needed to be added, a gridable had to be changed or a rubric question 
needed the number of rows changed, you will need to click Clear Answer Documents. 
This deletes all Answer Documents and all scans will have to be reprinted and 
rebubbled. Only use this if absolutely necessary. 



The RED X  

The red X DELETES THE ENTIRE TEST. 

Be very sure you want to use it before clicking 

 

The Print Button  

The Print Button allows you to Print a Hard Copy of the test. 

You will use this if you type in your questions into the program or if you use questions 
from the Item Bank. 

This button also allows you to print a Test Key. 

All documents are created as pdf documents. 

Printing Scans 

Scans are printed by clicking on the Test Available button and going through the same 
process as printing a BEM scan.  

Attaching to a Lesson plan 
After a test has been created, it can be attached to a lesson plan in Forethought 

Go to the day you want to lesson attached to 

Click in the subject area 

Click the Blue Paper Clip 

Click Attach Test 

Click Browse 

Choose the name of the test you want to attach. 

  



Creating Tests in AWARE for Common Assessment 
Managers 
There are only a few differences between how Common Assessment Managers create 
and manage tests and how teachers create and manage tests.  

Common Assessment Managers create Common Assessments under the 
MANAGE Tab, Not the TESTS tab. The TESTS tab is to be used for their personal 
tests that will not be shared with the campus. 

 

Note: Only Common Assessment Managers that also teach classes have both a Tests 
tab and a Manage tab. 

To create a Common Assessment 

On the Manage tab, Click on Administer Tests 

 

  



Click on Create a Test 

 

  



Options and the process for creating a test are the same as a teacher 

 

Create a quick test key – No TEKS/TAKS will be identified, the teacher will need to go 
into AWARE to add TEKS/TAKS. 

Create a new blank test – the teacher wil need to go into AWARE to add all the 
questions (This is the type of test that will be used to create a test using questions from 
the item bank) 

Copy an existing test – Allows the teacher to select a previously administered test that 
they had created (will be able to copy test keys from previous years, changes can be 
made to this key) 

Copy an Item Bank test – Any administrator created Item Bank tests will be available 
to copy (No tests have been created at this time) 

  



Naming Protocol 

It is essential that all campuses have a consistent naming protocol for Common 
Assessments. 

All Common Assessments must start with the Campus Name. They must have the 
grade level, subject and Common Assessment number. 

You need to be able to pick the correct test to analyze when the student is in a new 
grade level. 

You need to be able to Copy the test if you want to next year and not have to recreate it 
from scratch. 

 

When you pick Copy an Existing Test, all Common Assessments from All Campuses 
and All Subjects are going to be mixed together for that school year. 

 

Test Details 

Common Assessment Managers have some additional fields on the Test Details 
window. 



 

There is a Start Date and an End Date.  

This is for when scans can be run. Leave this at the default, you will change this later. 

Test Type 

This defaults to BEM. 

You must change it to Common Assessment. 

Click Next  

 

Select a Course 

 



Choose the course that is associated with the test. This is the main set of TEKS that will 
be available to link to the test. If more than one course is being used, the additional 
courses can be added later. 

Open the folders until you see the course that you need. 

Click on the course name to select it. 

Click Next  

Build Test Key 

 

Enter the number of questions (not including gridables or rubric questions) that are on 
your test. This number cannot be larger than 60. The program will only print what will fit 
on a one page scan. The more gridable or rubric questions included on the test, the 
fewer total questions can be included.  

Enter the number of responses 3, 4 or 5. If you need more or less answer choices, on 
some questions, this can be changed for individual questions later. 

Click Next  

Enter the Test Key 

Click the button for the correct answer for each item. If an error is made, it can be 
corrected later.  



 

Click Next  

 

Click Finish 

 

 

  



Create a New Blank Test 

 

When creating a blank test, the Test Details window must be completed and the Select 
a Course window must be completed. The rest of the work is done inside of AWARE. 

 

Once you have clicked Finish, the test is now listed under the appropriate grade level 
and subject in the PENDING ADMINISTRATIONS area. 

 

  



Additional Tabs 

Common Assessments have two additional tabs that teachers do not need.  

The General, Curriculum and Questions tabs are used and function just as they do in a 
Teacher Test. 

The Campus tab is already set for Common Assessment Managers. 

 

 

 

 



Students Tab 

The Students tab is where the Common Assessment Manager sets how the scans will 
be printed.  

The default is Selected Teachers. 

If this is chosen, only those teachers can print scans. 

If All students in the test’s grade level is chosen only the administrator can print the 
scans. It will generate a giant pdf with a scan for every student in the school for that 
grade in alpha order. 

Do Not Pick All Students at selected campus 

The best choice is Students in Selected Courses, then each course number needs a 
checkmark and either the teacher or the Common Assessment Manager can print 
scans. 

Filter by Program 

Only use this for Modified Tests 

If you have a Modified Test key, Click Include by the groups that will be taking a 
modified version. The pdf of the scans will generate with only the names of students 
that have been identified as being in that program. 

This is the tab where the Common Assessment Manager will find  

The Re-Score button 

The Delete Answer Sheet button 

The Clear All Responses button 

See teacher directions for the functions of each of these buttons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Administration tab 

 

The administration tab is where the Common Assessment Manager sets the first and 
last day that scans can be printed. The end date can be changed at any time.  

Who can print is also set here. 



Teacher Submission 

If teachers are to be allowed to go into the program and hand enter answers, that would 
be set here. We do not recommend that you change this from the default. 

Online Testing 

If all questions and answer choices have been typed into the program (or if only Item 
Bank questions were used) then students could be allowed to answer the test questions 
on the computer.  

Click Allow online testing to enable this option 

Choose who can start and stop online testing. 

We recommend that only Common Assessment Managers enable the online testing. 

Making the Test Live 

When all questions have been entered, gridables set correctly and TEKS entered, then 
it is time to make the test available to the teachers. 

Click Active  

Teachers will now see Test Available in either Forethought or AWARE. 

The test will be active until the End date the Common Assessment Manager set. 

 

After All Scans have been uploaded 

After all scans have been uploaded, you will need to Archive the test by clicking the 
Archive button. 

 

Once a test is Archived, no more scans can be uploaded for this test. 


